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ABSTRACT

We model the effect of online information search across mobile (smartphone and tablet) and nonmobile (personal computer [PC], both desktop and laptop) platforms on frequency of purchasing per online shopping session. Using clickstream data from a multinational retailer, we find that device modality drives purchase frequency, likely due to the differential ease of use of PCs, tablets, and smartphones. In particular, frequency of completed orders is highest when information search and purchase completion are highly convenient, such as when shopping via tablet. We also determine that information search in the form of reading online product reviews has no effect on mobile platforms, while it does on other platforms. These findings contribute to information search theory, suggesting that information search increases purchase likelihood when it is goal directed, extensive, and easy to conduct. Thus, the broad role of digital advertising should be to make the information search process easier and more convenient for consumers to stimulate purchases. These findings help digital advertisers understand information search patterns across device modalities. Implications for digital advertisers on electronic commerce (e-commerce) platforms are offered.

The advertising literature has a demonstrated interest in digital and mobile advertising (e.g., Ahrens and Coyle 2011; De Keyzer, Dens, and De Pelsmacker 2022; Huang et al. 2021; Lu and Du 2020; Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017; Okazaki, Katsukura, and Nishiyama 2007; Okazaki, Li, and Hirose 2009). This interest is in part driven by relevance to the ever-evolving electronic commerce (e-commerce) industry. Understanding mobile media and mobile consumer behavior is paramount for digital advertisers (Ford 2017), especially advertisers on e-commerce platforms. In fact, the world’s biggest advertiser is the electronic retailer Amazon.com—where consumers shop from their phones, tablets, and/or personal computers (PCs). U.S. consumers alone were forecast an e-commerce spend of $933.30 billion in 2021, an increase of almost 18% from the previous year (Davidkhanian 2021).

At the same time, advertisers are projected to invest more than $167 billion on mobile advertising in the United States by 2024, a vast increase from $87.3 billion in 2019 (Perrin 2020). According to the executive vice-president of measurement and impact at NBCUniversal, advertisers are putting a new priority on cross-platform measurement because consumers are sharing their time across a wider range of screen...
types (Williams 2021). Hence, advertisers could benefit from understanding more about which screens consumers use for shopping—specifically, for conducting information search as well as for purchasing. Advertisers should find it especially valuable to understand the role that device modality (such as a smartphone, tablet, or PC) may play in consumer search and purchase frequency. Thus, device modality and consumer product information search (by way of reading product reviews) are two key concepts that call for deeper investigation.

Knowledge of consumer behavior across device modalities can help inform advertising spending share, which for 2022 is projected to be 14.2% on PC advertising and 47.9% on mobile advertising (eMarketer 2018). Knowledge of online search behavior can inform specific placement of ads across devices. Thus, there is a practical reason to study shopping device types as well as exposure to online product reviews, as this information can help inform digital/mobile media placements.

This industry relevance opens a need for advertising scholarship on purchase behavior across device modalities in e-commerce and more specifically in mobile commerce (m-commerce). The term m-commerce refers to online shopping from mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets. When consumers on from a PC, they presumably stay in a given location; yet consumers shopping on a mobile device tend to move about to a higher degree and often use smaller screen sizes (de Haan et al. 2018). Consumers now prefer mobile over stationary devices for online shopping (de Haan et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2017). Yet preference for shopping via mobile devices does not necessarily translate into more buying; research also suggests that customer click-through behavior in paid search advertising varies for different devices (Lu and Du 2020). Such past work shows the importance of understanding the effect of mobile device use as well as aspects of online search behavior, which includes clicking on product reviews during the online shopping process.

Consumer online search behavior (Taneja 2020) is relevant for both advertisers and advertising scholarship. An area of keen interest to digital advertisers is sponsored search advertising and understanding consumers’ shopping goals (Huang et al. 2021). Advertising scholarship has made many advances in online and digital-related topics, and advertisers still need to understand many more aspects in this space (Liu-Thompkins 2019).

Yet despite its economic and theoretical importance, few studies examine the relationship between device modality, information search (including exposure to online product reviews), and buying (Kannan and Li 2017). Scholarship employing e-commerce clickstream data that focuses on mobile technology for shopping is a ripe area for advertising scholarship and digital advertisers alike (Bernritter, Okazaki, and West 2021). Utilizing clickstream data across device types enables advertisers to gather information to personalize their communications and increase advertising effectiveness (Liu-Thompkins 2019). Such is similar to benefits for advertising gained by capturing information from registered customers on websites (Ahrens and Coyle 2011). Clickstream data can also advance knowledge on online information search theory, adding insights into how consumers search for information online (Browne, Pitts, and Wetherbe 2007).

Hence, our objective is to use clickstream data to explain and predict individual and joint effects of (1) consumers’ online browsing across device modalities (PC, smartphone, and tablet) and (2) consumers’ information search behavior—more specifically, exposure to online product reviews—on the frequency of orders completed per shopping session. We suggest and find that information search behavior increases purchase frequency, especially when it is easy and convenient. This effect is driven by device modality and by clicking on product reviews. We also develop knowledge on the moderating role of device modality as it interacts with information search in the form of online shoppers’ clicking on online product reviews. The theoretical contribution is to add behavioral insights to online information search theory. We are not testing online information search theory per se but use it as a guiding lens to inform inclusion of these two search-related aspects (i.e., device modality and reading product reviews) in the proposed model. We also aim to make a contribution to advertising practitioners. In doing so, we intend to bring industry and academic research more closely together and to supply industry-relevant insights. We also contribute by moving away from behavioral intentions and documenting actual online consumer behaviors.

Next, we supply a synopsis of the relevant literature. An overview of the empirical context follows. The subsequent section entails a description of the model used, followed by results and a discussion. We conclude with implications for information search theory and digital advertisers, along with limitations and future research areas that are relevant for advertising scholarship.

**Literature Review and Theory**

Here, we synthesize literature on device modalities. Then, we discuss the role of device modalities in
e-commerce and develop expectations for the effect of device modality on purchase frequency. Next, we review complementary studies in digital advertising and online reviews and link them with information search behavior research. This allows us to develop expectations for the main effect of reading product reviews. Finally, based on the synthesized literature streams, we develop rationale for the moderating role of device modality on the effect of product reviews.

Advertising, E-Commerce, and Device Modality

Broadly, advertising research in digital advertising and online consumer behavior includes the importance of distinct types of devices or cross-platform analyses. Namely, Lu and Du (2020) used data from Google’s advertising platform AdWords to examine consumers’ clickstream behavior after exposure to search ads. They considered whether the customer was shopping from a PC, smartphone, or tablet to see how that could impact clicking on the top search ad (Lu and Du 2020). Based on click-through behaviors on paid search advertisements, they found consumers are sensitive to position changes of the online ad (Lu and Du 2020). They also found that consumers prefer paid search advertisements that are on the top of the page (Lu and Du 2020). Similarly, Huang et al. (2021) studied online click-through behavior on a popular e-tail site in China; they found that click-through rates and conversion rates decrease when the advertising position is lower. They further found that there is a moderating effect of the type of product that the consumer searches for online; specifically, experience (versus search) products have a reduced effect of advertising position on consumer’s click-through and purchase rates (Huang et al. 2021).

Complementary to advertising scholarship that has examined intention to click on digital ads (e.g., De Keyzer, Dens, and De Pelsmacker 2022), we examine click-through purchase behavior from various device modalities. Most scholarship examining purchasing using mobile devices examines one modality used in isolation (e.g., Andrews et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017; Luo et al. 2014). Two articles that focus on clickstream purchase behaviors across different device modalities are by Xu et al. (2017) and de Haan et al. (2018). First, Xu et al. (2017) examined the complementary and substitution impacts of the tablet on the smartphone and PC. They used a data set from the e-tailer Alibaba and found that adoption of tablets enhanced Alibaba’s e-commerce growth. Their study examined cross-device browsing, defined in this case as when consumers browse on two different devices during a one-hour time window (Xu et al. 2017). Similarly, de Haan et al. (2018) analyzed browsing patterns across PCs, smartphones, and tablets. They analyzed device switching using e-tail clickstream data. They found that the increased adoption of mobile devices significantly affects online shopping behavior and that customers at times switch between mobile and fixed devices when shopping online. They also found that when customers switch from a mobile device to a stationary device, their conversion rate from browsing to buying is significantly higher (de Haan et al. 2018).

Device modality is linked with the process of online information search. Online information search theory is a theory from management information systems (MIS) offered by Browne, Pitts, and Wetherbe (2007) that explains and predicts consumers’ online information search and notes that consumers start and end online searches depending on the type of task. While a shopping task can be entertainment related, it is often goal (purchase and/or information search) driven. Device modality can be seen as an indicator of ease and convenience of online product/information search. Mobile devices such as smartphones may be more convenient for browsing, as they can be used almost anywhere due to their small size (de Haan et al. 2018). However, they are also used for shorter shopping sessions, while stationary devices are more convenient for purchase completion (de Haan et al. 2018).

The focus of the present research is on purchase completion and exposure to product reviews on various device types, rather than browsing behavior. As such, based on the literature and the assumption that it is easier to conduct an extensive search for information as well as to complete purchases on a larger, more stationary device, such as a PC or tablet (versus smartphone), we expect that both tablets (per Xu et al. 2017) and PCs (per de Haan et al. 2018) should be more effective in increasing purchase frequency than smartphones. However, the question of which type of device—PC or tablet—is more effective is still open, and we hope to also shed light on this relationship.

Reading Product Reviews and Device Modality

While our work builds on the contrasting findings about device modality from Xu et al. (2017) and de Haan et al. (2018), there is complementary advertising scholarship in the areas of mobile advertising and online reviews (e.g., Andrews et al. 2016; Bart,
Research shows that product reviews positively affect purchase probability (Allard, Dunn, and White 2020). Purchase probability is also influenced by product review features, with some reviews being less believable (Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017). However, mobile product reviews are different (Ransbotham, Lurie, and Liu 2019); specifically, reviews posted from a mobile device drive purchase intentions due to less perceived effort and enhanced credibility (Grewal and Stephen 2019). This literature is used to further inform the model and help interpret the findings for advertising practice.

Similar to device modality, consumer behavior in the form of reading online product reviews is also intricately linked with the process of online information search. Specifically, reading product reviews can serve as an indicator of an extensive and involved online information search (Kukar-Kinney et al. 2022). When consumers are conducting an extensive search, they may be more committed to a purchase and closer to making the purchase decision. Existing research shows that there is an effect of product reviews on online consumer purchase intentions and behavior (Liu et al. 2020; Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017) and that exposure to product reviews ultimately results in positive consumer responses (Allard, Dunn, and White 2020). We extend this reasoning to purchase behavior and suggest that reading product reviews will positively affect frequency of orders completed.

However, reading online product reviews and moving between different product review pages when using a mobile device, especially a small one such as a smartphone, can be cumbersome and time-consuming, and it may be less effective in helping the customer make the final purchase decision (Kukar-Kinney et al. 2022). As such, it is important to address the following research question:

**RQ:** How does device modality interact with information search in terms of reading online product reviews to influence the frequency of purchasing?

Consumers use smartphones for convenience and shorter shopping sessions (de Haan et al. 2018) rather than for conducting extensive product research and information searches, including reading customer reviews. Consumer exposure to mobile advertising and user-generated content (such as consumer reviews) does not work the same way as it does for nonmobile online media (Grewal and Stephen 2019; Melumad, Inman, and Pham 2019). While there is a growing literature on product reviews in advertising (e.g., Allard, Dunn, and White 2020; Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017; Ransbotham, Lurie, and Liu 2019), there is little other evidence for the effect of product reviews on frequency of orders completed for different devices using behavioral data.

Based on the information search literature pertaining to online product reviews (Allard, Dunn, and White 2020; Liu et al. 2020; Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017) and works on device modality (de Haan et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2017), we anticipate that information search in the form of reading online product reviews, which represents goal-directed and involved search behavior, will be most effective in stimulating a higher frequency of purchase completion when conducted on a stationary device with the largest screen size (i.e., on a PC) in comparison with mobile devices. Such devices are also more fitting for longer, more involved, and more complex shopping sessions. Tablets should follow next, while searching through online product reviews should be least effective in stimulating purchase completion when conducted on smartphones.

Table 1 synthesizes the relevant literature on e-commerce/mobile consumer behavior and device modalities that employs field study data. Each of these articles considers mobile consumer behavior as relevant to online shopping, and many consider either multiple types of devices and/or consumer reviews. These articles are featured because they rely on field data and have a focal area or dependent variable that is relevant to advertisers or e-tailers.

**Methods**

**Data**

We use individual-level clickstream data (see Kukar-Kinney et al. 2022) to develop a model to explain consumers’ search and buying behavior across device modalities. The data are from a large European (British) multipurpose retailer with home products, sportswear/clothing, and footwear with a large multinational presence (more than 500 stores worldwide). We use observations from customers who engaged in two or more sessions during the observed time period. A session is one continuous period where customers are active on the site that begins when they enter the site and ends either when they leave the site or after being inactive for at least 30 minutes.

The data have unique device identifiers that allow us to track and link a consumer identifier to the
devices used on the site. We use data from registered customers because registration is necessary to place an order or complete a purchase. Registration is also important because in digital advertising, advertisers gather information based on registration on e-commerce sites in order to send customized communications (Ahrens and Coyle 2011). While the original data had more than 1 million shopping session observations, removing nonregistered customers and those who did not engage in two or more sessions during the time period leaves the final sample at 179,473 customers who engaged in 958,859 sessions in a two-week period in July and August 2018.

**Addressing Endogeneity**

Because there was no random assignment to the device modality (treatment), there could be self-selection bias across the device modalities. To address this, we use propensity score matching and make a control group. First, with binary logistic regression, we estimate each consumer’s propensity to use a certain device modality to purchase. Second, for the matching process, each consumer in the treatment group is paired with a statistical twin from the control group who did not purchase using a particular device modality (but had the same propensity to use that device type). We match each treatment case to its nearest neighbor if two propensity scores fall within a tolerance zone. Limiting the scores to differ by no more than 0.001, we match 179,473 customers from the treatment customers. Third, we compute percentage reductions in bias for the matches (i.e., 91%), showing a reduction in self-selection biases. Fourth, we compute standardized differences in averages before and after matching. The matched sample is used in further analysis.

**Variables**

The variables are selected in line with the previous review of the literature in advertising and marketing and online information search theory. The dependent variable is frequency of purchasing during the session. The dependent variable brings novelty to existing work, which typically focuses on if whether sale was
made. The two independent variables are device modality and product reviews accessed. Device modality is also examined as a potential moderator. Thus, an interaction of device modality and product reviews is included in the model.

Control variables include time spent shopping (in seconds), number of pages seen, cart value, and dummy variables denoting a visit to the website before work, during lunch, after work, and during the evening. To control for any impact of user interfaces, device screen sizes are also included. Finally, we control for variation in geographical differences by using six dummy variables to account for continents where the consumer is browsing from, with Asia as the baseline (versus Africa, North America, South America, Europe, and Australia).

**Empirical Models and Analyses**

To model the frequency of orders completed and a random intercept to account for customer heterogeneity at the individual level, we compare three models: the Poisson regression model, the negative binomial regression model, and the zero-inflated negative binomial. We supply a Supplemental Online Appendix for a comparison of the three models introduced (as well as Markov chain Monte Carlo [MCMC] parameter estimates to enhance validity). We conducted analysis using R. Based on the smallest Bayesian information criterion (BIC) value and the Vuong test statistic, negative binomial regression (NB) is the preferred model. Hence, results presented next are based on the NB model (see the Supplemental Online Appendix).

**Results and Discussion**

**Findings**

**The Effect of Device Modality on Frequency of Completed Orders**

Device modality has a significant effect on the frequency of orders completed. Particularly, the coefficient of frequency of completed orders on smartphones is 0.226 lower \((p < .001)\) than for those using PCs. However, for those on tablets, the estimate of the coefficient of the frequency of completed orders is significantly higher versus PCs by 0.101 \((p < .001)\). Thus, purchase frequency is highest when consumers shop via tablets, followed by PCs, and lowest when shopping occurs via smartphones. Our finding showing the strength of tablets is consistent with Xu et al. (2017) in that both show tablets are the strongest device type for online sales. Our finding is also consistent with complementary work on purchase intentions when using mobile devices. Studies by Bart, Stephen, and Sarvary (2014) as well as Grewal and Stephen (2019) find a positive impact of mobile devices on purchase intentions. Another study about mobile devices finds a positive role of mobile devices (Luo et al. 2014) on purchase of a promoted movie. Despite this, our finding contradicts the finding from de Haan et al. (2018), who found that PCs have a higher conversion rate than mobile devices. Other work examining mobile devices also found a negative impact of mobile devices: Ghose, Goldfarb, and Han (2013) found less clicks from a mobile device, and Marz, Schubach, and Schumann (2017) and Ransbotham, Lurie, and Liu (2019) found less perceived helpfulness from mobile reviews.

In support of our finding that there is a positive effect for e-commerce conversions when tablets are used, we find that e-cart value is also highest with tablets. The average total e-cart value of shoppers shopping via tablets (£33.00 or $40.71) is higher than of those shopping via PCs (£29.84 or $36.81) or smartphones (£24.24 or $29.90). Thus, we find that consumers have the highest-valued e-cart when shopping on tablets and lowest-valued e-cart when on smartphones.

**Effect of Exposure to Product Reviews on Frequency of Orders Completed**

A further result concerns the impact of information search in the form of clicking on product reviews on online purchase frequency. There is a positive main effect of exposure to product reviews on frequency of orders completed \((0.002, p < .001)\) overall. This is consistent with our expectation and in line with both Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter (2017) and Liu et al. (2020), who showed that product reviews impact online consumer purchase intentions and behavior. Our finding also extends work by Allard, Dunn, and White (2020), who found that exposure to product reviews ultimately results in positive consumer responses. As depicted in Figure 1, in addition to the significant main effect of product reviews, we also find a significant interaction effect of device modality and exposure to product reviews.

We expected that device modality will moderate the effect of searching product reviews on the frequency of orders completed, with information search of product reviews conducted on stationary devices leading to the largest positive effects. Our findings show that customers who are exposed to product reviews on PCs complete more orders than those using smartphones and tablets.
Further, the moderating effects via the interaction between visiting product review pages and device modality on frequency of orders completed show that for smartphone-based shopping, the frequency of orders completed is the same regardless of if consumers read reviews or not. Information search in the form of reading online product reviews has no effect on mobile (while it does so on other platforms). Thus, we supply evidence showing that viewing product reviews increases the frequency of completed online shopping orders, but primarily so for PCs.

**Effects of Control Variables on Frequency of Orders Completed**

The number of pages viewed has a positive relationship with frequency of purchase completion (0.051, \( p < .001 \)). Also, shopping before typical work hours (0.044, \( p < .001 \)) and during lunch hours (0.032, \( p < .001 \)) has a positive relationship with purchase frequency, while shopping in the evening has a negative relationship (−0.051, \( p < .001 \)). Time spent online searching for items (in seconds) is positively related with purchase frequency (0.0003, \( p < .001 \)), while e-cart value is negatively related with it (−0.00004, \( p < .01 \)). Finally, larger screen sizes have a significant positive effect, while smaller screen sizes have a negative or nonsignificant effect on purchase frequency (see the Supplemental Online Appendix).

**Implications for Theory and Advertising Scholarship**

While strengths of the work here are in the timely topic, behavioral nature of data, methodological rigor, and interest by advertisers who want to learn more about online consumer behavior, our contributions to theory are also useful to advertising scholars. Online information search theory (Browne, Pitts, and Wetherbe 2007) has been used more traditionally in the MIS field than in advertising; however, the shift toward digital and mobile advertising has sparked a need to consider modern ways to explain or predict how characteristics of online information search can impact purchasing online. A contribution to online information search theory is that device modality drives purchase frequency, which is likely due to the differential ease of use and convenience of PCs, tablets, and smartphones when conducting extensive information search and completing purchases. An individual search tendency in the form of clicking on customer reviews further increases online purchases, but only when such behavior is easy to complete, such as on a PC. These findings contribute to information behavior research, suggesting that when information search is goal directed, extensive, and easy to conduct, it will increase purchase frequency in e-tail. As such, a broad role of digital advertising should be to make the information search process easier and more convenient for consumers to stimulate purchases.

In addition to theory, one area in advertising scholarship that this work extends is in online/consumer reviews. It has been established that the features of online reviews impact consumer probability to buy and that some reviews may seem too good to be true or untrustworthy (Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernt 2017). Similarly, our work adds to past findings that product reviews have a positive impact (Allard, Dunn, and White 2020) and that mobile product reviews are distinct (Ransbotham, Lurie, and Liu 2019). It also adds to the finding that reviews posted from a mobile device bring higher purchase intentions (Grewal and Stephen 2019) by examining the role of visiting product reviews on actual purchase behavior.

As a further contribution to advertising scholarship, this research also adds to existing literature relevant to mobile advertising. Within advertising, the work is again complementary to the growing body of research in mobile advertising (e.g., Andrews et al. 2016; Bart, Stephen, and Sarvary 2014; Ford 2017; Grewal and Stephen 2019; Luo et al. 2014; Okazaki, Katsukura, and Nishiyama 2007; Okazaki, Li, and Hirose 2009) by studying the effect of device modalities on purchase frequency and by using behavioral data. We next discuss specific actions that could be undertaken by digital advertisers to maximize online purchase frequency.

**Implications for Digital Advertisers**

Our work brings industry and academic research more closely together and supplies advertising-industry-relevant insights for advertisers who are keenly interested in
findings from clickstream data. These findings should lead to updated strategies with respect to advertisers’ e-commerce and m-commerce media placements and integrated brand promotions in the areas of device modality and product review pages.

**Device Modality**

Our work confirmed a conversion gap, which is a discrepancy in browsing versus buying among device modalities. Advertisers can place more emphasis on tablets, as advertising to consumers who shop from tablets may be especially effective. This implication is based on our finding that the conversation rate is highest when consumers shop via tablets, followed by PCs and then smartphones, as well as the fact that the values of items in e-carts are highest for tablets. However, if the goal is to increase conversion rates of consumers shopping on PCs and smartphones, pushing other ads or promotions to those devices may be needed to stimulate their purchase completion.

**Product Review Pages**

Our findings further suggest that advertisers can encourage consumers to read product reviews, especially from stationary devices such as PCs. When taking device modality into account, considerable evidence suggests that viewing product reviews increases the frequency of orders purchased. However, when consumers read reviews from PCs, the effect is intensified for conversions. The finding that reading online product reviews has no effect on mobile (while it does on other platforms) is an unintended negative consequence of mobile technology to marketers who are interested in conversions from browsing to buying.

**Limitations and Areas of Future Research**

There are limitations that may set advertising scholars on a path for future research. First, we do not have data on how the e-commerce company incorporated digital advertising into their shopping platform. It would be helpful to add to our model any impact of exposure to a digital ad while shopping, and such an extension would supplement well with the advertising study by Lu and Du (2020), who analyzed clickstream behavior after exposure to search ads. Thus, we encourage advertising scholars to work with companies or ad agencies to obtain the data needed to model the extent to which exposure to digital ads while shopping impacts conversions on different devices. This opportunity is in line with a trend for advertising research to become more quantitative in nature (Chang 2017).

A second limitation is that while we used data based on a multinational sample spanning hundreds of brands and several countries, the data do not include purchasing services online. Future research can replicate this work in the context of services or experiential goods, such as sports event tickets.

A third limitation is that we could not account for consumer trust perceptions of the reviews or other details about the product review pages. Hence, related topics for added scholarship in mobile research include examining the role of trust in digital advertising (Okazaki, Katsukura, and Nishiyama 2007) or perceived trust or believability of product reviews of varying valences (Maslowska, Malthouse, and Bernritter 2017; Grewal and Stephen 2019), as overly positive or overly negative reviews may not be very trustworthy. It would be further beneficial to examine any differential impact of reviews either written from or read from a mobile device (Ransbotham, Lurie, and Liu 2019; Grewal and Stephen 2019). Here, we are able to consider only what type of device consumers used to look at the reviews. It is not known what types of devices the reviews were written on; nor do we have the details of the review contents. We encourage scholars to combine the work done here with studies on how advertisers and e-commerce sites could communicate trust of the site, products, and consumer reviews.

A final area for future research, such as seen in Okazaki, Li, and Hirose (2009) via mobile advertising in Japan, can more deeply examine the country-based location impact of mobile e-commerce than what was controlled for in the current study. This factor is important, given that 61% of global advertising revenue is now forecast to be digital and 114 advertisers exceeded $1 billion for advertising investments worldwide in 2020 (Ad Age 2020). Overall, information search theory development that blends online consumer behavior and e-commerce research is an exciting and ripe area for continued advertising scholarship in digital and mobile contexts.
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